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TROPICAL COMPACTIFICATION AND THE GROMOV–WITTEN THEORY OF P1
RENZO CAVALIERI, HANNAH MARKWIG, AND DHRUV RANGANATHAN
ABSTRACT. We use tropical and nonarchimedean geometry to study the moduli space of
genus 0, stable maps to P1 relative to two points. This space is exhibited as a tropical com-
pactification in a toric variety. Moreover, the fan of this toric variety may be interpreted as
a moduli space for tropical relative stable maps with the same discrete data. As a conse-
quence, we confirm an expectation of Bertram and the first two authors, that the tropical
Hurwitz cycles are tropicalizations of classical Hurwitz cycles. As a second application, we
obtain a full descendant correspondence for genus 0 relative invariants of P1.
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0. INTRODUCTION
0.1. Main results. Let x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Z
n be a collection of non-zero integers satisfying∑
xi = 0. Denote by x
+ and x− the positive and negative entries of x. Let M(x) be the
coarse moduli space of rational rubber stable maps to P1, relative to 0 and ∞, having
ramification over 0 (resp. ∞) given by the entries in x+ (resp. x−). We mark the special
ramification locus on the source curve. LetM(x) be the open set parametrizing maps from
a smooth curve. We review the basics of relative stable maps in Section 2.
Our main result identifies the spaceM(x) as the closure of its open part in a toric variety,
naturally associated to the space of tropical relative stable maps with ramification data
given by x.
Theorem 1. There is a simplicial (noncomplete) toric variety X(∆rubx ) with dense torus T , and
an embedding M(x) →֒ T , such that the closure of M(x) in X(∆rubx ) is identified with the coarse
moduli spaceM(x). The fan ∆rubx of the toric variety is naturally identified with the tropical moduli
spaceM
trop
(x). The compactification ofM(x) is scho¨n, meaning that the intersection ofM(x)with
each torus orbit is smooth.
We obtain two main consequences. The first is a correspondence theorem for the rela-
tive descendant Gromov–Witten theory of P1. Denote by Mr(P
1,x) the space of relative
stable maps to a parametrized target P1, with ramification over 0 and∞ given by x, with
r additional non-relative markings. We use correlator notation, defining
〈τk1(pt), . . . , τks(pt), τks+1(1), . . . , τkr(1)〉 =
∫
[Mr(P1,x)]
s∏
i=1
ψˆkii ev
⋆
i (pt)
r∏
i=s+1
ψˆkii .
Here ψˆ are the descendant classes, defined on the space of maps [35]. The tropical invari-
ants are defined analogously, see, for example [31].
Theorem 2. We have an equality of classical and tropical genus 0 relative descendant Gromov–
Witten invariants of P1:
〈τk1(pt), . . . , τks(pt)〉
0
P1
= 〈τk1(pt), . . . , τks(pt)〉
0
P1,trop.
The second consequence is exhibiting the tropical Hurwitz loci as a tropicalization. Fix
r to be the number of simple branch points of a generic cover with special ramification x,
and fix a positive integer k < r. Given a collection of points p = (p1, . . . , pr−k) ∈ (R)
r−k ⊂
(P1trop)
r−k, one may construct a k-dimensional tropical Hurwitz locus Htropk (p;x), [7].
Hampe [25] shows that such tropical Hurwitz cycles exhibit many of the combinatorial
properties expected of a tropicalization, such as being connected through codimension 1.
The following result confirms this expectation.
Theorem 3. The tropical Hurwitz lociHtropk (p;x) are tropicalizations of lociHk(y;x) ⊂M0,n(K)
where K is a algebraically closed valued field extending C. The locusHk(y;x) represents a Hurwitz
locus inM0,n(K).
Theorem 3 gives us control of the basic combinatorial structure of the Hurwitz loci.
Corollary 4. The loci Htropk (p;x) are connected through codimension 1, and may be given the
structure of a balanced polyhedral cone complex. Moreover, the tropical Hurwitz loci for different
choices of pi are tropically rationally equivalent.
The definitions of the tropical and classical Hurwitz loci are recalled in Section 5.1.
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0.2. Context andMotivation. The current work contributes to the authors’ long term pro-
gram of exploring the tight interconnection between the tropical and classical theories of
moduli spaces of maps to curves. The two highlights of this work are the following: first,
that the combinatorics of the tropical moduli spaces reflects and informs the birational ge-
ometry of classical ones. Second, that several “geometric” tautological classes, including
evaluation cycles, psi classes, and Hurwitz loci, tropicalize in a natural way, exhibiting a
solid conceptual connection between the classical and tropical intersection theories. When
the source curves have genus 0, the (open) moduli space of maps can be embedded in a
torus. This makes available standard techniques from tropical compactification [43] and
toric intersection theory [15, 27]. In higher genus, the natural framework for tropicalization
exploits the toroidal structure of these moduli spaces. Tropical intersection theory remains
undeveloped in this setting.
0.2.1. Relative stable maps as birational models for M0,n. The spacesM(x) of rubber relative
stable maps are birational toM0,n. The natural forgetful morphism
st : M(x)→M0,n,
is an isomorphism over the open setM0,n. Theorem 1 may be interpreted as stating that
tropical geometry completely determines these birational models. This statement is made
precise in the following manner. Let T be a torus over C, endowed with the trivial valua-
tion, with one-parameter subgroup latticeN. Given any subvariety Y →֒ T , we obtain a set
trop(Y) ⊂ NR. Choose a fan ∆ inNR, such that trop(Y) is supported on∆. For every fan ∆,
we obtain a compactification Y of Y, by taking the closure of Y in the toric variety X(∆) [43].
The condition of trop(Y) being supported on the cones of ∆ ensure that Y intersects only
those torus orbits of complementary dimension.
Given ramification data x, we obtain compactifications of the moduli space M0,n fol-
lowing the above procedure. We may embed the very affine variety M0,n in a torus T
using the procedure described by Kapranov, which we recall in Section 4. As above, fixing
a fan structure on the tropicalization trop(M0,n), we obtain compactifications ofM0,n. In
particular, wemay choose the fan structure to be the tropical moduli spaceMtrop(x). Theo-
rem 1 is then asserting that the compactification obtained via this fan structure is precisely
the spaceM(x) of rubber maps with ramification data x.
Fixing the length n of the tuple x and letting the entries vary along the sum-zero sub-
lattice one obtains a family of birational models of M0,n, such that the dual intersection
complex of the toroidal boundary is naturally identified with the tropical moduli space;
such complexes remain combinatorially equivalent in chambers defined by the resonance
hyperplanes. This corroborates the expectation that the piecewise polynomiality of Hur-
witz cycles [7] and of Hurwitz numbers [18] arises from the variation of combinatorial
structure of the toroidal boundary of the relevant moduli spaces.
0.2.2. Tropical computations of tautological intersection numbers. There has been a great deal
of progress in the last decade concerning correspondence theorems for intersection num-
bers on moduli spaces of curves and maps, since Mikhalkin’s celebrated results [33] on
curve counting in toric surfaces. The currentwork enlarges the scope of the classical/tropical
intersection theory correspondence for moduli spaces of maps with target curves, from
Hurwitz numbers [8, 11, 12] to descendant relative Gromov-Witten invariants of P1.
Besides this, an interesting feature of the current work is that the techniques employed
seem to be suitable for being generalized and applied to a broader context. Recent work of
A. Gross [20] studies invariants arising from moduli spaces of rational curves in arbitrary
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toric varieties, with incidence conditions defined by evaluation morphisms. The approach
is to embed the open part of the moduli space of maps into a torus, without compactifi-
cation, and obtain correspondence by applying lifting theorems [36, 37] to tropical inter-
sections. A feature of his work is that the embedding into a torus allows him to work
with non-complete moduli spaces. Rau and the second author [31], and independently M.
Gross [22] and Overholsher [38], proved that a certain sector of the genus 0 descendant
theory of P2 may be computed on the tropical side. However, the result for P2 remains
incomplete, and in particular, a correspondence for genus 0 (non-logarithmic) invariants
with one descendant insertion that is not paired with a point class is missing. We hope that
progress for target P1 will lend insight into this problem.
In dimension 2 and higher, the toric boundary is not a smooth divisor, and there do
not exist relative theories based on expanded degenerations of the target along the toric
boundary. Instead, one might appeal to the recently developed framework of logarithmic
stable maps [2, 13, 23]. For P1, the logarithmic and relative theories are closely related [6,
Appendix B], and thus, we view a rigorous study of tropical descendants in P1 as the
natural first step in completing the descendant correspondence for P2, developing tropical
computations of logarithmic invariants, and further generalizations thereof.
0.3. Recent progress and future directions. Since this preprint appeared on the arXiv,
there has been additional progress in this area of study. In [41], the third author extends
the results in this paper to logarithmic stable maps from genus 0 curves to toric targets,
recovering the geometric description of the space of maps as a modification ofM0,n. Us-
ing these ideas, A. Gross extended the computation of logarithmic descendants to this
setting [21].
A natural generalization is to study spaces of relative stable maps from higher genus
curves to toric targets. Even when the target is P1, such spaces can be quite badly behaved
– they are singular, reducible, and nonequidimensional. Establishing correspondence the-
orems for higher genus invariants requires the development of virtual cycles in the tropical
setting, which is at the same time a daunting and exciting task.
Acknowledgements. RC is grateful for the support from NSF grant DMS-1101549, NSF
RTG grant 1159964. HM was partially supported by DFG-grant MA 4797/6-1. During
the preparation of this work, we benefited from helpful conversations with friends and
colleagues, including Dan Abramovich, Aaron Bertram, Noah Giansiracusa, Mark Gross,
Dave Jensen, Diane Maclagan, Martin Ulirsch and Jonathan Wise. The third author thanks
Sam Payne in particular for his constant encouragement and numerous insightful conver-
sations regarding many ideas central to this work. We would like to thank an anonymous
referee for helpful comments on an earlier version of this paper.
1. PRELIMINARIES
The methods used to prove many of the results in this paper require standard facts
from the theory of toric varieties, geometric tropicalization, and toroidal embeddings. We
provide a rapid outline of the relevant concepts, leaving further details to the literature.
The reader is referred to the survey [40] for an introduction to Berkovich spaces and to [3]
and [45] for an overview of the theory of skeletons.
We work over the field C topologized by the trivial valuation. Let T be a torus with
character latticeM. Let ∆ be a fan in NR = Hom(M,R) and let X = X(∆) be the associated
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toric variety [14]. The Berkovich analytification (hereafter simply analytification) of the
dense torus Tan admits a continuous tropicalization map
trop : Tan → NR,
which extends to the map
trop : Xan → ∆,
referred to as the extended tropicalization map [39]. The target ∆ is a compactification of
the vector spaceNR that is stratified in a manner reflecting the stratification of X into torus
orbits. More precisely, ∆ is the canonical compactification of the fan ∆ obtained as follows.
Let σ be a cone of ∆, and let σ∨ be the dual cone, and Sσ = σ
∨ ∩M. Recall that σ can be
recovered from Sσ as the space of monoid homomorphisms
σ = Hommon(Sσ,R>0).
Correspondingly, the compactification σ is obtained as the space of monoid homomor-
phisms
σ = Hommon(Sσ,R>0 ⊔ {∞}).
The extended cone σ is compact and contains σ as a dense open subset. The extended cone
complex ∆ is then obtained by gluing these extended cones σ in the natural way.
Given a subvariety Y →֒ X, there is a map
trop : Yan → ∆,
obtained by restricting trop via Yan →֒ Xan. The notation trop(Y) will be used as short-
hand for trop(Yan). Since we work in the case where the ground field is trivially valued,
the set trop(Y ∩ T) inherits the structure of a balanced fan1 [30].
Let Y be an ℓ-dimensional subvariety of X(∆). Then Y is said to intersect the toric boundary
properly if and only if for all orbit closure V(τ) in X, dim(Y∩V(τ)) = ℓ+dim(V(τ))−n. It is a
standard fact [24] that Y intersects the toric boundary properly if and only if trop((Y∩T)an)
is a union of cones of ∆.
We are interested in tropical compactification. Let T be a torus, and let Y be a subvariety of
T . Fix a fan structure ∆ on trop(Y), and let X(∆) be the associated toric variety, and Y the
closure of Y in X(∆). If Y is proper and the multiplication map
Y × T → X(∆)
is faithfully flat, we refer to Y as a tropical comapctification of Y. Moreover, such a com-
pactification is called scho¨n if the intersection of Y with each torus orbit is smooth. The
intersection theory of scho¨n tropical compactifications is closely related to the tropical in-
tersection theory of the fan ∆. In particular, in many cases, degrees of zero cycles on Y may
be computed from the tropical intersection theory of ∆ [27].
The tropicalization map on a torus or toric variety depends on a global choice of mono-
mial coordinates given by the character lattice of the torus. More generally, one may ask
for such a map when there is a consistent choice of local monomial coordinates, in an ap-
propriate sense. This is formalized by work of Thuillier [44] and Abramovich, Caporaso,
and Payne [1]. A convenient and flexible framework that includes toroidal embeddings is
that of logarithmic structures [45]. The toroidal case suffices for our purposes.
A toroidal embedding (without self-intersection) is a normal variety X, together with an
open embedding U →֒ X which locally looks like the inclusion of the dense torus into a
1If wework over a general nonarchimedean fieldK, this set will carry the structure of a balanced polyhedral
complex.
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toric variety [28]. More precisely, it is the data of U →֒ X such that at every point p ∈ X,
there exists a Zariski open neighborhood V of p, and an e´tale map ψ : V → Vσ to an affine
toric variety, such that
V ∩U = ψ−1T,
where T is the dense torus inVσ. Analogously, onemay define a toroidal Deligne–Mumford
stack [1]. The cones σ associated to the local models can be glued to form a polyhedral cone
complex Σ(X), and the canonical compactifications σ can be glued to form an extended
cone complex Σ(X). There exists a tropicalization map
trop : Xan → Σ(X),
sending Uan to Σ(X). This map is often also referred to as the projection to the Thuillier
skeleton. Every toric variety is of course a toroidal embedding, and it is an elementary fact
that the two notions of tropicalizations coincide. That is, if X = X(∆) is a toric variety,
then in the above notation, Σ(X) = ∆. The substantial difference between the polyhedral
complexes arising as skeletons of toroidal embeddings is that these polyhedral complexes
do not come with a natural embedding in a vector space. Finally, there exists a canonical
continuous section s : Σ(X) →֒ Xan, realizing the cone complex as a closed topological
subspace of the analytification [44].
Examples of toroidal embeddings without self-intersection include the moduli spaces
M0,n of n-pointed rational curves, the Kontsevich spaces M0,n(P
r, d), and the spaces of
relative stable maps to P1 considered in this paper. In each case, the toroidal structure is
given by the complement of a divisor with (stack theoretic) strict normal crossings.
2. RELATIVE STABLE MAPS
To begin, we briefly recall the theory of relative stable maps to P1. We consider sepa-
rately the cases where P1 is parametrized, and where two maps are considered equivalent
when they differ by post-composition by the torus action on P1 fixing 0 and∞. The latter
is often referred to as the case of rubber target. For a more detailed account we refer to [47,
Section 5] for maps to parametrized P1 and to [32, Section 1.5] for rubber maps.
We fix a tuple of integers x ∈ Zn, with
∑
xi = 0. We separate the positive and negative
parts of this tuple, to obtain tuples x+ and x−, and set d to be the sum of the positive
entries. We are interested in genus 0 covers of genus 0 curves with ramification over 0 and∞ specified by x+ and x−, respectively.
2.1. Maps to a parametrized target. We focus on the theory of genus 0 relative stable maps
to P1, relative to two points 0 and∞.
A genus 0map to P1 relative to 0 and∞, denoted [f : C→ P1] as shorthand, consists of
the following data:
(A1) Map to the expansion. A map f1 from a genus 0, Deligne–Mumford semi-stable,
n-pointed curve (C, p1, . . . , pn) to a chain of rational curves
T = T−k ∪ T−k+1 ∪ · · · ∪ T0 ∪ T1 ∪ · · · ∪ Tℓ,
where Ti and Ti+1 meet, with distinguished points ∞T ∈ T−k − T−k+1 and 0T ∈
Tℓ − Tℓ−1.
(A2) Contraction to the parametrized component. A contraction map c : T → P1, con-
tracting T−i to 0 and Ti to∞, for i > 0, and furnishing an isomorphism
(T0, T0 ∩ T1, T0 ∩ T−1)→ (P
1, 0,∞).
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(A3) Ramification. For xi positive (resp. negative) the map f1 is ramified over 0T (resp.∞T ) at the point pi, with index |xi|.
(A4) Predeformability. The preimage of each node of T is a union of nodes of C. Further-
more, if q is a node of C and we lift f to the normalization of source and target, the
ramification orders at the two shadows of the node q are equal.
An isomorphism of two relative maps is a commuting diagram
(C, p1, . . . , pn) (C
′, p ′1, . . . , p
′
n)
(T, 0T ,∞T ) (T, 0T ,∞T )
(P1, 0,∞)
∼=
f1 f1
∼=
where the horizontal arrows are isomorphisms
For every component Ti of the rational chain T , we denote by 0 and ∞ the two points
Ti ∩ Ti±1 where Ti connects to the adjacent components, thus implicitly choosing local
coordinates which identify the automorphims of Ti that preserve the distinguished points
with the standard torus action on the projective line.
Definition 5. We say that a component Cj of the source curve C is a trivial bubble if it maps
to a component Tj of the expanded target T as a degree d map, fully ramified over 0 and ∞ and
unramified elsewhere, i.e. the map is of the form [z0 : z1] 7→ [z
d
0 : z
d
1 ].
Definition 6. A relative map [f : C→ P1] is said to be stable if f1-contracted genus 0 components
have at least 3 special points, and for i 6= 0, there exists a component C ′ of C mapping to T that is
not a trivial bubble.
2.2. Maps to a rubber target. We also consider maps to P1, with specified ramification
over 0 and∞, but where the target is unparametrized: twomaps to P1 that differ by a mul-
tiplicative constant are considered equivalent. These spaces arise naturally when analyz-
ing contributions at the fixed locus to the localization formula, applied to the parametrized
spaces [32]. A relevant geometric feature is that for these spaces the stabilization morphism
has zero dimensional fibers.
Formally, a relative map to a rubber (P1, 0,∞), is a relative map in the definition above,
without the data of a contraction to a parametrized component. Furthermore, an isomor-
phism of relative maps to a rubber (P1, 0,∞) is a commuting diagram,
(C, p1, . . . , pn) (C
′, p ′1, . . . , p
′
n)
(T, 0T ,∞T ) (T, 0T ,∞T )
∼=
∼=
where horizontal arrows are isomorphisms. We denote maps to rubber targets by [C →
T ], since there isn’t a privileged component of the rational chain to yield a well defined
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contractionmorphism. The lack of a parametrized component implies that in order to have
finite stabilizers, there cannot be components of the expanded target which are mapped to
only by trivial bubbles.
Definition 7. A relative map to a rubber (P1, 0,∞) is said to be stable if contracted components
have at least 3 special points, and for any component Ti of the expanded target, there exists a
component C ′ of C mapping to Ti that is not a trivial bubble.
2.3. Moduli spaces and tautological morphisms. Both for a parametrized and a rubber
target, there exist moduli spaces parametrizing relative stable maps with ramification pre-
scribed by x. It is also useful to mark not only the ramification points over 0T and ∞T ,
but also additional points. We denote by Mr(P
1,x) the space of isomorphism classes of
n+r-marked stable maps to a parametrized P1, relative to 0 and∞, with ramification data
given by x. By convention, the first n marked points are the ramification points over 0T
and∞T (relative markings). We denote the corresponding space of rubber mapsMr(x). If
there are no additional markings, i.e. r = 0, we just drop the subscript and writeM(P1,x)
resp.M(x) for the rubber space.
There is always a forgetful morphism from the space of maps to a parametrized target
to the rubber space.
ǫ : Mr(P
1,x)→Mr(x).
This map forgets the contraction to the main component, and stabilizes covers where only
trivial bubbles lie above the main component.
When the target is parametrized, there are natural evaluation morphisms to the main
component
evi : Mr(P
1,x) → P1
[f : (C, p1, . . . , pr)→ T → P
1] 7→ f(pi).
There are two additional tautological morphisms on these moduli spaces. We introduce
these on the rubber space, where they are better suited to our purposes. Firstly, we have a
stabilization morphism
st : Mr(x)→M0,n+r,
taking a map [C→ T ] to its marked source curve C. Secondly, we have a branch morphism
to (a quotient) of the Losev–Manin space,
br : M(x)→ [M0,2+(n−2)·ε/Sn−2]
sending a map [C → T ] to its base curve T , with heavy marks at 0T and ∞T , and light
marks with appropriate multiplicities yielding the remaining of the branch divisor for the
map. We will refine the following proposition in the course of the main result.
Proposition 8. The stabilization morphism st : Mr(x) → M0,n+r is birational, and an isomor-
phism when restricted to the open setMr(x) consisting of maps from smooth curves.
3. TROPICALIZATION FOR RELATIVE STABLE MAPS
3.1. Tropical relative stable maps.
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3.1.1. Parametrized target. The role of a parametrized target in tropical geometry is played
by the extended cone complex P1trop = R ⊔ {±∞}, taken with its usual compactified fan
structure. In particular, the cone 0 ∈ P1trop is distinguished, and plays the role of the main
component on the classical side. This coincides with the extended tropicalization trop(P1).
The expansion of the target on the classical side manifests on the tropical side as a polyhe-
dral subdivision of P1trop.
Following standard conventions, an n-marked genus 0 tropical curve Γ is a metrized dual
graph of a marked rational nodal curve, where half edges corresponding to marks are
metrized as [0,∞]. That is, Γ is a metric tree with finitely many leaf edges. Each leaf edge
is metrized as the extended interval [0,∞]. If the marked rational nodal curve is stable,
we obtain a graph whose interior vertices are at least 3-valent. The combinatorial type of
an n-marked genus 0 tropical curve is obtained by dropping the metrization data. The
stabilization of (the combinatorial type of) an n-marked genus 0 tropical curve is obtained
by forgetting 2-valent vertices (and adding the length of the two adjacent edges).
We continue to fix x, a sum-zero vector of integers having positive and negative parts
x+ and x− respectively. We recall the following definition from [11].
Definition 9. A tropical relative stable map to parametrized P1trop with relative condition x is an
n-marked genus 0 tropical curve Γ , together with a balanced (or, harmonic) map h : Γ → P1trop
satisfying the following conditions.
(P1) The image of Γ without its 1-valent vertices lies inside R.
(P2) The map h is piecewise linear, and linear on each edge e ∈ Γ , with nonnegative integer
expansion factor w(e) ∈ Z>0.
(P3) If xi is positive (resp. negative), h maps the marked end pi with expansion factor xi (resp.
−xi), and with +∞ (resp. −∞) belonging to the image of the end.
The full inverse image h−1(0) is (by convention) included as part of the vertex set of Γ .
The data obtained from a tropical relative stable map after dropping all metrization
data on the source curve is referred to as a combinatorial type. This includes the source
graph Γ , whose vertex set includes all preimages of the main component, an ordering of
the vertices according to their images in P1trop, and all expansion factors on edges of Γ . The
combinatorial data on the target is equivalent to that of a line graph, with 2 infinite edges,
and a distinguished vertex 0.
Remark 10. A tropical stable map induces a polyhedral subdivision of the target. Given
such a map [Γ → P1trop], the image of the vertices of Γ of valence larger than 2 yields a
finite collection of points on P1trop. Following Gubler [24] a polyhedral subdivision of a
vector space, with recession fan Σ produces a toric scheme over a valuation ring R, having
generic fiber X(Σ) and special fiber isomorphic to a collection of toric varieties glued along
boundary strata. For Σ = P1trop as in our case, this toric scheme may be constructed from
the trivial family P1 × Spec(R), by toric blowup in the special fiber. Consequently, the
special fiber comes with canonical contraction morphism to the main component. It is
elementary to observe that the (marked) dual complex of this special fiber reproduces the
polyhedral subdivision, where the vertex 0 is the component in the special fiber. Loosely
speaking, the tropical stable map is already aware of the expansion of the target. A closely
related notion in algebraic geometry is the stable logarithmic map to an unexpanded target
associated to a logarithmic stable map to an expansion, as studied by Abramovich, Marcus
and Wise in [6].
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3.1.2. Rubber target. The role of a rubber target P1, relative to 0 and∞ is played by a line
graph, with two infinite edges. In other words, it is the datum of a subdivided target of
the parametrized tropical map obtained after forgetting the location of 0.
We say that a graph ΓT is a 2-marked line graph if it is a line graph with half edges
attached to the each of the two 1-valent vertices. That is, it is of the form depicted in
Figure 2. We refer to the two half edges as the ±∞ ends.
FIGURE 1. A typical target for a tropical rubber stable map.
Definition 11. A tropical relative stable map to a rubber P1trop with ramification data x is an
n-marked genus 0 tropical curve Γ , a 2-marked line graph ΓT and a morphism of metric graphs
g : Γ → ΓT subject to the following conditions.
(R1) The finite edges and vertices of Γ map to finite edges and vertices of ΓT .
(R2) The map g is integer harmonic (not necessarily finite).
(R3) If xi is positive (resp. negative), g maps the marked end pi affinely to contain the end +∞
(resp. −∞) with expansion factor xi.
(R4) (Stability.) For every vertex v of ΓT , the preimage of v contains a vertex of valence greater
than 2.
The data of the combinatorial types of source and target curves, with the morphism of
graphs and with all expansion factors is referred to as a combinatorial type of the relative
stable map to rubber target.
Remark 12. Our formulation of Definition 9 is designed to make the connection to the lit-
erature clearer. At first glance, Definitions 9 and 11 may seem unrelated. Their similarities
are more apparent if we reformulate Definition 9 as follows.
A tropical relative stable map to a parametrized P1trop with ramification data x is an n-marked
genus 0 tropical curve Γ , a 2-marked line graph ΓT with a distinguished vertex 0, and a morphism
of metric graphs g : Γ → ΓT such that
(P’1) The finite edges and vertices of Γ map to finite edges and vertices of ΓT .
(P’2) The map g is finite, integer harmonic.
(P’3) If xi is positive (resp. negative), g maps the marked end pi affinely to cover the end −∞
(resp. +∞) with expansion factor xi.
(P’4) Stability: in the preimage of each vertex of ΓT except 0, there is a more than 2-valent vertex.
The equivalence to the data given in Definition 9 follows after introducing 2-valent vertices to P1trop
at every image of a vertex (thus obtaining a line graph with a distinguished 0), and introducing 2-
valent vertices to Γ for every preimage of a vertex of the line graph.
3.2. Tropical moduli spaces and tautological morphisms. Just as for classical relative sta-
ble maps, it is sometimes useful to have additional non-relative marked ends, i.e. marked
leaf edges which are contracted by the map g : Γ → ΓT .
Definition 13. Let Θ = [θ : Γ → ΓT ] be a combinatorial type for a tropical relative stable map.
An automorphism of Θ is a commuting square of automorphisms (of graphs) of source and target
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curves.
Γ Γ
ΓT ΓT ,
ϕΓ
θ θ
ϕΓT
where ϕΓ and ϕΓT are automorphisms preserving the expansion factors on each edge.
Construction 14. Standard constructions now allow us to build a tropical moduli space of
relative stable maps, as in [1, Section 4] and [12, Section 3.2]. This moduli space carries the
structure of a polyhedral cone complex. Fixing a combinatorial type Θ = [Γ → ΓT ], there
is a polyhedral cone σΘ ∼= R
B
>0 parametrizing metrizations of covers with combinatorial
type Θ, together with an identification of the underlying combinatorial type with Θ. Here
B is the number of finite edges of the target ΓT , plus the number of contracted edges of
the source Γ . The (coarse) moduli space of tropical relative stable maps with combinatorial
typeΘ is identified with σΘ/Aut(Θ). These cones glue together in the natural way to form
a (coarse) moduli space of tropical relative stable maps. We denote the space of genus 0
tropical relative stable maps with ramification data x and with r additional markings, to
parametrized P1trop byM
trop
r (P
1
trop,x). We denote the corresponding tropical rubber space
M
trop
r (x). By allowing the edge lengths of internal edges to become infinite, we obtain
the canonical compactifications of these cone complexes, denoted by M
trop
r (P
1
trop,x) and
M
trop
r (x). We drop the subscript r, when r = 0.
Just as in the classical setting, there are tropical tautological morphisms. These are mor-
phisms of polyhedral complexes with integral structure. We denote these tropical tau-
tological morphisms using fraktur letters. When the target is parametrized, there exist
evaluation morphisms
evi : M
trop
r (P
1
trop,x)→ P
1
trop,
sending the a map [Γ → P1trop] to the image of the ith marked end in P
1
trop.
For the rubber space, we also have a stabilization morphism
st :M
trop
r (x)→M
trop
0,n+r,
sending a map g : Γ → ΓT to the stabilization of Γ . Recall that on the tropical side,
stabilization involves forgetting 2-valent vertices and merging the edges they are incident
to. Here, M
trop
0,n+r is the moduli space of (n + r)-marked rational stable tropical curves,
sometimes referred to as the space of phylogenetic trees [9, 42, 16, 17].
Furthermore, there is a branch morphism
br : M
trop
r (x)→ [M
trop
0,2+r·ǫ/Sr]
sending a map g : Γ → ΓT to the line graph ΓT . Here, M
trop
0,2+r·ǫ denotes the tropical
Losev-Manin space parametrizing line graphs with marked vertices, and [M
trop
0,2+r·ǫ/Sr] its
quotient under the action of the symmetric group permuting the vertex markings [10].
Similar tropical moduli spaces and morphisms have been constructed in the literature
before, e.g. in [16, 31, 34]. The following proposition (c.f. Proposition 8) follows from [16,
Proposition 4.7].
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Proposition 15. The stabilization morphism st : M
trop
r (x) → M
trop
0,n+r is a bijection of the sets
underlying the respective cone complexes.
3.2.1. Fan structures on tropical moduli spaces. In work of Gathmann, Kerber, and the second
author, the above fact is used to endow the setMtropr (x) with the structure of a simplicial
balanced fan. This is done by lifting the fan structure on the moduli space Mtrop0,n+r via
the above bijection. This fan structure is described as follows. The set M
trop
0,n+r can be
embedded as a simplicial balanced fan that we denote ∆n+r; via the so-called distance map.
This map sends a tropical curve to the vector of distances of its leaves [16, 34, 42]. By
abuse of notation, we identify a tropical curve with its image under this embedding in the
following. The rays of the fan ∆n are given by tropical curves with only one interior edge
and two vertices, andmarked ends labeled by a subset I ⊂ {1, . . . , n} adjacent to one vertex
while the ends labeled by Ic are adjacent to the other vertex. Here, the size of both I and Ic
is required to be at least two to satisfy the stability condition. Following standard notation,
we denote the ray corresponding to the subset I by vI. Note that vI = vIc in this notation.
I Ic
FIGURE 2. The combinatorial type associated to the ray vI = vIc ofM
trop
0,n .
Having a tropical moduli space that is a balanced fan allows the authors of [16] to apply
tropical intersection theoretic techniques to compute intersection numbers on Mtrop0,n . For
such applications, more refined fan structures on the setMtrop0,n given by subdivisions are
not important. However, in the present work, we observe that the fan structure given by
the cones corresponding to combinatorial types of relative stable maps is essential to obtain
deeper insights into the connection of the tropical spaces with their classical counterparts.
From a toric perspective, a refinement ∆ ′ → ∆ yields a proper birational morphism
ϕ : X(∆ ′) → X(∆), which restricts to the identity on the dense torus. In other words, the
refined fan structures are important only in situations where we work with a compactified
moduli space. This is a contrast to the situations considered in [16, 20].
Let Σ be a cone complex and suppose σ = 〈v1, . . . , vk〉 is a simplicial cone. Let v⋆ =
v1 + · · · + vk. Let Σ
′(σ) be the collection of cones generated by subsets of {v⋆, v1, . . . , vk}
that do not contain {v1, . . . , vn}. The stellar subdivision of Σ along σ is defined as
Σ⋆(σ) = (Σ \ {σ}) ∪ Σ ′(σ).
This process introduces a new ray generated by v⋆. Analogously, given a vector of posi-
tive integer weights w = (w1, . . . ,wk), the w-weighted stellar subdivision of σ and Σ is
defined by introducing the new ray vw =
∑k
i=1wivi in place of v⋆ throughout.
The following proposition is a key ingredient for the proof of Theorem 1.
Proposition 16. The stabilization morphism st : M
trop
r (x) → M
trop
0,n+r induces an iterated
weighted stellar subdivision of simplicial fans. We denote the subdivided fan by ∆rubx,r and con-
sider the stabilization morphism as
st : ∆rubx,r → ∆n+r.
Following our standard convention, we leave out the subscript r if there are no addi-
tional marked points.
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An analogous statement holds for maps to a parametrized target. In order to rigidify
the problem, we assume that there is at least one non-relative marking, i.e. r > 0. As
in Proposition 15, [16, Proposition 4.7] tells us that the stabilization morphism times the
evaluation of the marked end n+ 1 (i.e. the first non-relative point)
st× evn+1 : M
trop
r (P
1
trop,x)→M
trop
0,n+r × P
1
trop
is a bijection of the underlying sets. The following proof is easily adapted to this situation.
We denote the subdivided fan by ∆parx,r and consider the morphism as
st× evn+1 : ∆
par
x,r → ∆n+r × P
1
trop.
Proof. Recall that a combinatorial type of a rubber mapΘ = [Γ → ΓT ] is given by the data of
the combinatorial types of the source and target, the underlyingmorphism of finite graphs,
and all expansion factors. It is a consequence of Definition 9 that a morphism of graphs to
a line graph is equivalent to the data of an ordering on the vertices of Γ , induced by the
left-to-right ordering of their images in ΓT . Furthermore, since Γ has genus 0, the expansion
factors are determined by the ramification profile x [7, Definition 2]. In other words, the
combinatorial type is determined by a combinatorial type for the source Γ together with
an ordering on the vertices that is compatible with the ramification data.
Let Θ be a combinatorial type, such that the cone σΘ has maximal dimension, i.e. with
the maximal number of bounded edges in ΓT . For simplicity, we first deal with the case
where all expansion factors are nonzero. Observe that Θ can be maximal dimensional
if and only if the stabilization of the source curve is trivalent and if the images of the
trivalent vertices are distinct in ΓT . In this case, the combinatorial type Θ is determined by
the stabilization of the source curve and a total ordering on the trivalent vertices. Passing
to the stabilization, we lose the data of the total ordering on these vertices.
Conversely, given a maximal dimensional cone σ inMtrop0,n+r, we subdivide σ into cones
corresponding to all possible total orderings of the trivalent vertices that respect the ramifi-
cation profile. The rays introduced in this subdivision are determined by taking a possible
total ordering and changing all but one of the inequalities to equalities. If such a ray is a
face of the fanM
trop
0,n+r then it is a positive integer combination of such rays, where the co-
efficients are imposed by the ramification data. We introduce these new rays and perform
(weighted) stellar subdivision to obtain the collection of cones ofMtropr (x).
The case where a combinatorial type Θ of tropical relative stable maps has zero ex-
pansion factors is similar. First, note that given Θ, we obtain a ray vI in M
trop
0,n+r, where
I ∪ Ic = {1, . . . , n} determines a partition of the markings obtained by cutting this con-
tracted internal edge. This ray is a 1-dimensional face of any maximal cone of Mtropr (x)
refining the cone of Mtrop0,n+r obtained after stabilization of Θ. If an edge e has expansion
factor 0, then its endpoints are mapped to the same vertex of ΓT . Consequently, we can
repeat the argument above for the remaining rays and inequalities imposed by the images
of the remaining vertices. 
Example 17. Let n = 6, x = (−4,−4, 5, 1, 1, 1) and r = 0. Consider the maximal cone of
M
trop
0,6 spanned by the rays v{1,4}, v{1,3,4} and v{5,6}. The corresponding combinatorial type
α of 6-marked tropical curves is shown in Figure 3. On the right, we see a combinatorial
type α ′ of a tropical relative stable map with ramification data x whose stabilization is α.
The type α ′ is determined by α, together with an ordering of the 3-valent vertices. We
can name the 3-valent vertices by the marked end of {2, 3, 4, 5} adjacent to them in the
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4
3
5
6
(a) The combinatorial type α of the stabilized
source.
2
1
4
3
5
6
4
4
2
2
3
1
5
2
1
1
(b) The combinatorial type α ′ of the relative
stable maps.
FIGURE 3. Combinatorial types of maximal cells inMtrop0,6 andM
trop(x) for
x = (−4,−4, 5, 1, 1, 1).
stabilization. Using this notation, the ordering of α ′ equals 4 < 2 < 3 < 5. We denote this
ordering by O1.
The ramification data imposes the relations 4 6 3, 2 6 3 and 2 6 5 for the combinatorial
type α. Thus, the following orderings are also allowed:
O2 : 2 < 4 < 3 < 5, O3 : 4 < 2 < 5 < 3, O4 : 2 < 4 < 5 < 3, O5 : 2 < 5 < 4 < 3.
Figure 4 shows the combinatorics of the subdivided cone ofM
trop
0,6 .
v{1,3,4}v{5,6}
v{1,4}
O3
O1
O2
O4
O5
R1
R2
R3
FIGURE 4. The subdivision induced by the stabilization morphism.
To illustrate this process, we compute the additional rays prescribed by the orderingO2.
Figure 5 shows the combinatorial type corresponding to this order, plus the 3 combinato-
rial types of maps where we let two of the inequalities become equalities and leave only
one strict inequality. The stabilization of the map given by 2 = 4 = 3 < 5 is the ray v{5,6}.
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The stabilization of the map given by 2 < 4 = 3 = 5 is
R1 = v{1,3,4} + v{5,6}.
Similarly, the ray for the map given by 2 = 4 < 3 = 5 is
R2 = 2 · v{1,4} + 3 · v{1,3,4} + 3 · v{5,6}.
The linear coefficients here are determined by the expansion factors of the interior edges.
In addition to those two rays, we need to also add R3 = 2 · v{1,4} + 3 · v{1,3,4}. This can
be seen by computing the boundary of the open cone determined by the ordering O3. We
could for example first add R1, then R3 and finally R2.
2 4 3 5
4
4
2
2
3
1
5
2
1
12
1
4
3
5
6
2 4=3=5
2
1
4
3
5
6
4
4
2
2
1
5
1
1
2
1
4
3
5
6
2=4 3=5
4
4
1
4
1
1
2
2
3
2
1 4
3
5
6
4
4 2
5
1
1
1
2=4=3 5
FIGURE 5. The combinatorial type O2 and the combinatorial types of its
three 1-dimensional faces. Boxed numbers on the target graph indicate a
labeling of the essential vertices on the source. These vertices are partially
ordered by their image in the target.
Note that the neighbouring cones are also subdivided. Figure 6 shows exemplarily the
cone ofM
trop
0,6 spanned by the rays v{3,4}, v{1,3,4} and v{5,6} and its subdivision, indicating
the combinatorial types of maps corresponding to the cones in the subdivision.
3.3. Tropicalizations of moduli spaces. In this section, we construct a tropicalization map
from the analytification of the space of relative stable maps to the (combinatorial) tropical
space. This will be a crucial step in our proof of tropical compactification.
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v{1,3,4}v{5,6}
v{3,4}
W1
W2W3
2
1 4
3
5
6
4
4
2
2
1
5
1
1
6
(b) The combinatorial typeW1
2
1 4
3
5
6
4
4
2
2
1
5
1
1
6
(c) The combinatorial typeW2
2
1 4
3
5
6
4
4
2
2
1
5
1
1
6
(d) The combinatorial typeW3
FIGURE 6. The cone spanned by v{3,4}, v{1,3,4} and v{5,6} and its subdivi-
sion induced by stabilization.
3.3.1. Functorial tropicalization forM0,n. We recall first the tropicalization map
trop : M
an
0,n →M
trop
0,n .
This map has been introduced and studied by many authors, but we follow the presenta-
tion and conventions of [1].
A point of the Berkovich analytic spaceM
an
0,n may be represented by a map
Spec(K)→M0,n,
where K is a valued field extending the ground field with valuation ring R, residue field κ,
maximal ideal m, and valuation val(−). Notice thatM0,n is a proper variety, and thus we
obtain a map
Spec(R)→M0,n.
By pulling back the universal family, we obtain a family of curves [C → Spec(R)]. Let
Γ(C) be the marked dual graph of the special fiber of this family. In order to obtain a
tropical curve, we must metrize the bounded edges of this graph. Let e be an edge of Γ(C)
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corresponding to a node q ∈ Cκ. The local defining equation of q in the total family is
given by
xy = f,
where f ∈ m. We set the length ℓ(e) of the edge e to be val(f). We thus obtain a tropical
curve Γ(C).
The following is a consequence of [1, Theorem 1.2.1].
Theorem 18. The tropicalization map trop : M
an
0,n →M
trop
0,n is continuous, and is naturally iden-
tified with the projection from M
an
0,n to the Thuillier skeleton associated to the toroidal embedding
M0,n →֒M0,n.
3.3.2. Functorial tropicalization for rubber relative stable maps. We analogously define a trop-
icalization map as above on the space of relative stable maps,
trop : M
an
(x)→M
trop
(x).
LetK be a valued field extending the base field, with valuation ring R, residue field κ, maxi-
mal idealm, and valuation val(−). A point of the analytic moduli space can be represented
by a K-valued point
Spec(K)→M(x).
By properness of the stackM(x), after a finite base extension K ′|K, this extends uniquely to
a point over Spec(R ′), where R ′ is the valuation ring of K ′. Note that the valuation extends
uniquely to any finite field extension of K. By pulling back the universal family and the
universal map, we obtain a family of maps [C → T ] over Spec(R ′). Metrizing the dual
graphs of the source and target, we obtain two metric graphs (with marked ends) Γ(C)
and Γ(T).
Since [π : C→ T ] is a relative stable map we make the following observations.
Vertices: Every irreducible component of Cmaps to a unique irreducible component
of T , and we obtain a map of vertices.
Edges: If the image of a node is not a node, then the corresponding edge is contracted
to a vertex. Else, if two componentsC1 and C2 of C share a node, then their images
share a node as well, and thus every edge of the source maps to an edge of the
target.
Expansion factors: Suppose that q˜ is a node of C mapping to q ∈ T . By the pre-
deformability condition, if we lift π to a map between the normalizations C˜ and T˜ ,
the local degree on each shadow of the node q˜ maps to a shadow of the node q
with some degree d. That is, the degrees on either shadow must be equal for π to
be deformable. Thus, we see that if the node q has local equation xy = f, then the
node q˜ has local equation
uv = fd,
and thus, each edge has awell defined expansion factor d. Note that if q is a smooth
point, we may take d = 0.
We conclude that there is an induced map [Γ(C) → Γ(T)], which is a tropical relative
stable map to P1trop, up to additive R action on the base, i.e. up to a choice of root vertex
for the tree Γ(T).
Proposition 19. (Functorial tropicalization for rubber target) The map trop : M
an
(x) →
M
trop
(x) is a continuous projection. Moreover,
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(1) there is an isomorphism of extended cone complexes with integral structure,
M
trop
(x)
∼
−→ Σ(M(x));
(2) the map trop is functorial for tautological branch and stabilization morphisms.
That is, the following diagram commutes:
M
an
(x) M
an
0,n
M
trop
(x) M
trop
0,n
[M
an
0,2+ǫs/Ss] [M
trop
0,2+ǫs/Ss].
trop
bran
stan
trop
br
st
trop
Proof. We remark that such results have been carried out in various contexts, for moduli
spaces of stable curves, weighted stable curves, and spaces of admissible covers in [1, 12,
46]. The Statement (2) above is closely related to the functoriality results for source and
branch maps for tropicalizations of admissible covers [12]. We outline the proof in our
case.
Note that the top dimensional strata of the tropical moduli space are in bijection with the
zero strata of the spaceM(x). Let [C→ T ] be a family of relative stable maps over Spec(R),
representing a point P over a valuation ring R. In other words, P is a point ofM
an
(x). Let
[Γ(C) → Γ(T)] be the map of dual graphs of special fibers. There exists a neighborhood
of P such that each node qi of T has local defining equation xy = fi. These functions fi
cut out a divisor Di in a neighborhood of P, parametrizing those deformations of [C→ T ]
where the ith node persists. These parameters fi thus form the basis for the monoid of
effective Cartier divisors near P. That is, the fi yield a system of monomial coordinates
near P. The valuations of these parameters are precisely the lengths assigned in the above
construction, and coincide with the explicit description of Thuillier’s retraction [1, Section
5.2]. Thus, the tropicalization map coincides with the underlying set theoretic map of
Thuillier’s continuous projection, and the first result follows.
Now consider the stabilization morphism st : M(x) → M0,n. Consider a point P ∈
M(x), representing the map [C → T ]. The universal family of M0,n over the point st(P)
is the stabilization Cst of the source curve C. Let q be a node of Cst, and let q1, . . . , qc be
the nodes of C stabilizing to q. The pullback st⋆(ξq) of the deformation parameter of q is
given by
st⋆(ξq) =
c∏
j=1
ξqj ,
where ξqj is the deformation parameter of the node qj. Thus, themap st is locally formally
given by monomials. It is clearly dominant in local charts, and thus, stan restricts to a map
between skeletons.
Finally, we must verify that the restriction of this analytic stabilization morphism coin-
cides with tropical stabilization. This follows from identical arguments to [1, Proposition
8.2.4]. The case of the branch map follows by similar arguments, c.f. [12, Section 5.2]. 
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3.3.3. Functorial tropicalization for parametrized target. A very similar argument to the above
one can be used to prove the following result for parametrized target spaces. The trop-
icalization map is constructed analogously. A point of M
an
r (P
1,x) is represented by a
morphism from a rank 1 valuation ring R
Spec(R)→M
an
r (P
1,x).
Pulling back the universal family and the universal map, and taking metrized dual graphs
as above, we obtain a map of graphs Γ(C) → Γ(T). The contraction morphism c yields an
identification of the main component on Γ(T), which we denote as 0. This data determines
a tropical relative stable map with parametrized target P1trop. We thus obtain a map
trop :M
an
r (P
1,x)→M
trop
r (P
1
trop,x).
Proposition 20. The map trop : M
an
r (P
1,x) → M
trop
r (P
1
trop,x) is a continuous projection,
canonically identified with the projection to the Thuillier skeleton of M
an
(P1,x). Furthermore,
tropicalization is compatible with evaluation morphisms. That is, the following diagram commutes
M
an
r (P
1,x) M
trop
r (P
1
trop,x)
P
1
an P
1
trop.
trop
evani evi
trop
Proof. The agreement of the Thuillier projection and set theoretic tropicalization maps is
identical to that of the rubber case. The evaluation morphisms are the only new feature of
the parametrized space. We want to check that the map evani restricts to a map between
skeletons, and moreover, that this restricted map coincides with the tropical evaluation
morphism. To check that evani restricts to skeletons, it is sufficient to show that evi is
locally analytically given by a dominant equivariant map of toric varieties.
Let P be a point ofM(P1,x) represented by a relative stable map [h : C→ T ]. Let evi(h)
be the image of the ith marked point on C. Moreover, assume that
T = T−k ∪ T−k+1 ∪ · · · ∪ T0 ∪ · · · ∪ Tℓ,
is the expanded target, and T0 is the main component. For any representative h : C → T ,
the image of the ith mark lies in the smooth locus of T , and thus we may assume it lies on
the component Tr. Notice that even though the point h(pi) can depend on the choice of
representative in the isomorphism class of h, r is well defined.
Choose a local toric chart near P, with (a subset of the) local monomial coordinates
given by the deformation parameters ξi of the nodes of T . On P
1, we work affine locally,
choosing the toric chart near 0, given by the coordinate t. The expanded target T may be
constructed from the trivial family P1 ×A1, by toric blowup in the special fiber. Thus, T is
isomorphic to the fiber over 0 of T˜ → A1, and there is a blow down map
T˜ → P1 × A1.
Restricting to the special fiber, we obtain the contraction map c : T → P1 to the main
component. A standard local computation shows ev⋆i (t) =
∏
0<i<r ξi. Thus, evi induces
a map which locally analytically pulls back monomials to monomials. The map is clearly
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dominant in each chart, and thus is toroidal. It is elementary to check that the restriction
to the skeletonM
trop
r (P
1
trop,x) coincides with the tropical evaluation morphism. 
3.4. Comparison with admissible covers. In [12], the authors study Berkovich skeletons
of the spaces of admissible covers of curves of arbitrary genus. In the present case, where
source and target have genus 0, the spaces of admissible covers and rubber maps are
closely related. Let Adm(x) be the space of admissible covers in the sense of Abramovich,
Corti, and Vistoli [4]. There is a natural map obtained from admissible covers to rubber
maps, obtained by forgetting the non-relative branch points, and stabilizing as necessary.
We have a commutative diagram
Adm(x) M(x)
M0,n [M0,2+s·ǫ/Ss]
There is a natural forgetful morphism on the tropical side,
Λtrop : Admtrop(x)→M
trop
(x),
contracting infinite edges with non-special branching orders, and all preimages. We
recall [12, Theorem 1] that the set theoretic tropicalization factors as
Adman(x) Σ(Adm(x)) Admtrop(x)
p
trop
tropΣ
where p is the projection to the skeleton, and tropΣ is an isomorphism upon restriction
to any cone of the skeleton. The following corollary is a straightforward consequence of
the discussion in the previous section.
Corollary 21. The restriction of Λan to the skeleton Σ(Adm(x)), composed with tropΣ coincides
with the map Λtrop. That is, the following diagram commutes:
Adman(x) Admtrop(x)
M
an
(x) M
trop
(x)
trop
Λan Λtrop
trop
4. TROPICAL COMPACTIFICATION
In this section, we explain how to deduce Theorem 1 from the results in the preceding
section. We focus first on the case of rubber target, and then indicate the necessary changes
in the parametrized case.
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4.1. The case of rubber target. Let U →֒ X be a toroidal embedding. A toroidal modifica-
tion of X is a new toroidal embedding U →֒ X ′, together with a map
π : X ′ → X,
that is proper, birational, and toroidal. Recall that the toroidal morphism π : X ′ → X is
a morphism for which there exist local toric charts on X ′ and X, such that π is given by a
dominant equivariant map of toric varieties. There is an induced map on cone complexes
Σ(Y) → Σ(X). Conversely, given a subdivision of Σ˜ → Σ(X), one constructs a unique
associated toroidal modification U →֒ Y, such that Σ(Y) ∼= Σ˜. See [5, Section 1.4] and [28,
Chapter 2] for further details.
It follows from Proposition 19 and Theorem 18 that the tropical moduli spacesMtrop(x)
resp. Mtrop0,n can be identified with the skeletons Σ(M(x)) resp. Σ(M0,n). By Proposition
16, the tropical stabilization morphism st : Σ(M(x))→ Σ(M0,n) is a subdivision. From the
above, we obtain an induced toroidal modification, and a new toroidal compactification of
M0,n.
Proposition 22. The toroidal modification induced by the tropical stabilization morphism st :
Σ(M(x))→ Σ(M0,n) is identified withM(x).
Proof. We first observe that the interior of M(x) is identified with M0,n. Given a map
between smooth curves [C→ P1], we obtain a pointed rational curve (C, p1, . . . , pn)where
pi is the ith special ramification point on the source curve C. Conversely, given x and
the pointed curve (C, p1, . . . , pn), the divisor
∑
xipi determines a rational function up to
multiplicative constant. Since we are working with the rubber target, this determines the
map [C→ P1].
We know from Proposition 19 that st induces a map on cone complexes, and further-
more that this map is a subdivision. Thus, st is a toroidal, proper, birational map inducing
a subdivision st. The result now follows from [28, Chapter II, Theorem 6]. 
4.2. Proof of Theorem 1. LetM(x) ⊂M(x) be the locus of maps from smooth curves. Fix
the identification M(x) withM0,n, taking a map [C → P
1] to the source curve C, marked
at the special ramification locus.
By the discussion in the proof of Proposition 22, we obtain an embedding ofM(x) into
a torus T by producing an embedding of M0,n into T . We use the embedding due to
Kapranov [26]. Fix a vector space V of dimension n, and let T ′ be the n-dimensional torus
that dilates the coordinates on V . There is a map
M0,n →֒ G
0(2, n)//T ′,
associating to n-points on P1 a 2-plane defined by the span of the 2× nmatrix containing
homogeneous coordinates of n-points on P1. The open set G0(2, n) is the intersection of
the image of the Grassmannian via the Plu¨cker embedding with the torus of P(
n
2)−1.
The Plu¨cker embedding now yields an embedding into the Chow quotient
M0,n →֒ P
(n2)−1//T ′,
and the closure of the image ofM0,n gives the stable curves compactificationM0,n.
Denote the fan of this Chow quotient by F. By work of Gibney and Maclagan [17], the
tropicalization ofM0,n in this embedding equals the subfan ∆n ⊂ F, where
∆n ∼= M
trop
0,n ,
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see Page 3.2.1. From Propisition 16, the morphism st yields a simplicial subdivision ∆rubx
of ∆n, and there is an associated proper, birational, toric morphism
X(∆rubx )→ X(∆n).
Let Y be the strict transform of M0,n in X(∆
rub
x ). Y inherits the structure of a toroidal
embedding from the toric boundary of X(∆rubx ), and the induced map
Y →M0,n
is a toroidal modification with cone complex M
trop
(x). It now follows from the above
proposition and [28, Section 2.2] that Y ∼= M(x). To see that the compactification is scho¨n,
observe that M0,n is a scho¨n compactification of the space M(x) and M(x) is a tropical
compactification. By [43, Theorem 1.4] we may conclude thatM(x) is scho¨n. 
When there are r additional non-relative marks on the source, the natural stabilization
morphism takes values inM0,n+r. The same argument as above yields the following.
Theorem 23. There is a simplicial (noncomplete) toric variety X(∆rubx,r ) with dense torus T
rub
x,r , and
an embedding Mr(x) →֒ T
rub
x,r , such that the closure of Mr(x) in X(∆
rub
x,r ) is identified with the
coarse moduli spaceMr(x). This compactification ofMr(x) is scho¨n. Moreover, the cone complex
underlying ∆rubx,r is naturally identified with the tropical moduli spaceM
trop
r (x).
4.3. The case of parametrized target. We now indicate the changes necessary when the
target is parametrized. In order to rigidify the problem, we only consider the case where
the source curve has at least 1 non-relative marking. That is, we consider spaceMr(P
1,x)
for r > 0.
Consider the natural tautological morphism
st× evn+1 : Mr(P
1,x)→M0,n+r ×Gm,
where Gm is the dense torus in the target P
1 (compare with the tropical version described
below Proposition 16). Note that if f ∈Mr(P
1,x) then evn+1(f) is a point in Gm, since the
total preimage of 0 and∞ are marked.
Lemma 24. The map
st× evn+1 : Mr(P
1,x)→M0,n+r ×Gm,
is an isomorphism.
Proof. Given a pointed curve (C, p1, . . . , pn+r), the ramification profile x determines the
map C → P1, with ramification xi over pi, up to a constant multiple. The image of pn+1
now fully determines the map. 
By arguments in the preceding sections, we see that
st× evn+1 : Mr(P
1,x)→M0,n+r × P
1
is a proper, toroidal morphism, inducing a subdivision of cone complexes
st× evn+1 : Σ(Mr(P
1,x))→ Σ(M0,n+r)× Σ(P
1).
Here, Σ(Mr(P
1,x)) and Σ(M0,n+r) × Σ(P
1) can by Proposition 20 and 18 be identified
withM
trop
r (P
1
trop,x) resp.M
trop
n+r×P
1
trop. Furthermore, the morphism st× evn+1 can by the
generalization of Proposition 16 be viewed as a stellar subdivision of simplicial fans
st× evn+1 : ∆
par
x,r → ∆n+r × P
1
trop.
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Identical arguments as the previous section now produces the following parametrized ver-
sion of the main theorem.
Theorem 25. There is a simplicial (noncomplete) toric variety X(∆parx,r ) with dense torus T
par
x,r , and
an embeddingMr(P
1,x) →֒ Tparx,r , such that the closure ofMr(P
1,x) in X(∆parx,r ) is identified with
the coarse moduli space Mr(P
1,x). This compactification of Mr(P
1,x) is scho¨n. Moreover, the
cone complex underlying ∆parx,r is naturally identified with the tropical moduli space of maps to a
parametrized target M
trop
r (P
1
trop,x).
We have the following straightforward corollary.
Corollary 26. The evaluation map evi :Mr(P
1,x)→ P1 extends to a morphism of toric varieties
evi : X(∆
par
x,r )→ P
1.
Proof. It is shown in [20, Proposition 3.6] that the evaluation morphism, restricted to the
open locus,
evi : Mr(P
1,x)→ Gm ⊂ P
1,
can be extended to a morphism of tori evi : T
par
x,r → Gm (where T
par
x,r denotes the torus we
embedMr(P
1,x) into, as in Theorem 25). To check that this map extends to a morphism of
the corresponding toric varieties, we must verify that the image of every cone of ∆parx,r lies
in a cone of Σ(P1). Since evi is a morphism of fans the result follows immediately. 
5. APPLICATIONS
In this section, we complete the proofs of functorial tropicalization for Hurwitz cycles
and the descendant correspondence.
5.1. Hurwitz loci. We continue to fix ramification data x with n entries, and denote by r
the number of simple branch points for a generic cover of special ramification type x, i.e.
r = n− 2. We now construct the (classical) k-dimensional Hurwitz loci, following [7, 19].
Consider the space of relative stable maps to a parametrized targetMr(P
1,x), together
with its natural forgetful morphism (the stabilization morphism followed by forgetting the
r additional marked points)
ft : Mr(P
1,x)→M0,n.
Let ψˆi denote the first Chern class of the ith non-relative cotangent line bundle, and evi
the ith non-relative evaluation morphism. Then we may define the class
Hk(x) = ft⋆

r−k∏
i=1
ψˆiev
⋆
i (pt)
r∏
j=r−k+1
ψˆj

 .
Intuitively, each factor of ψ is equivalent to forcing a simple ramification on the ith
marked point [35]. Pairing ψˆi with an evaluation pullback forces the image of this simple
ramification point to be fixed. In particular, when k = 0, the degree of H0(x) recovers the
Hurwitz number. The interested reader can find the details in [7, Lemma 3.2].
On the tropical side, we make the analogous definitions. Let x be ramification data, and
r = n − 2. Consider the moduli space of tropical maps M
trop
r (P
1,x), equipped with the
forgetful morphism (stabilization followed by forgetting the r additional marked points)
ft : M
trop
r (P
1,x)→M
trop
0,n .
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The tropical Hurwitz cycle depends on the choice of r− k points p1, . . . , pr−k ∈ R ⊂ P
1
trop.
We define
H
trop
k (p1, . . . , pr−k;x) = H
trop
k (p;x) := ft⋆

r−k∏
i=1
ψˆtropev⋆i (pi) ·
r∏
j=r−k+1
ψˆ
trop
j

 ⊂Mtrop0,n .
5.2. Evaluations and ψ-classes. In order to study descendant invariants and higher di-
mensional Hurwitz loci, we need certain facts about ψ classes on the space of maps, and
about cycles arising as inverse images via the evaluation morphisms.
Proposition 27. Let p ∈ R ⊂ P1trop. Then the fiber, ev
−1
i (p), is a balanced integral polyhedral
complex in |∆parx,r |. The cycles ev
−1
i (p) for different choices of p ∈ R are (tropically) rationally
equivalent.
Proof. Fix a point p ∈ R ⊂ P1trop. Recall that there is a natural inclusion map P
1
trop →֒ P
1
an,
and thuswemay think of p as a point of P1an. That is, p is identified by amapM (K)→ P
1
an,
where M (K) is the Berkovich spectrum of a valued field extension of C. The analytic fiber
over p is then described by pullback,
ev−1an,i(p) = M
an
r (P
1,x)×
P1an
M (K).
From Proposition 20, the tropical fiber ev−1i (p) coincides with the image under trop of
ev−1an,i(p). To show that evi
−1(p) is a balanced polyhedral complex, we exhibit it as the
tropicalization of a subvariety of a toric variety [30, Theorem 3.3.6]. Choose a field L ex-
tending C, such that there exists an L-rational point x ∈ P1(K) such that trop(x) = p.
It follows from the above discussion and [39, Proposition 6.1] that trop(ev−1i (x)), is pre-
cisely ev−1i (p). If p1, p2 ∈ R, choose points x1 and x2 on P
1 such that trop(xj) = pj.
The fibers ev−1i (x1) and ev
−1
i (x2) are easily seen to be rationally equivalent, and the result
follows. 
The cycles ψˆtropi are defined to be the locus of maps in M
trop
r (P
1,x) having a 4-valent
vertex incident to the ith marked end. On the other hand, recall that classically ψˆi may be
represented by the locus of curves that are simply ramified at the ith marked point [35].
Proposition 28. The locus ψˆtropi is the image under trop of the cycle Zi ⊂M
an
r (P
1,x) parametriz-
ing stable maps which are simply ramified at the ith marked point.
Proof. The proof is essentially an unraveling of definitions. The inclusion Zi →֒Mr(P
1,x)
produces an analytic map Zani →֒ M
an
r (P
1,x) which may be described as follows. As we
have seen previously, a point of Zani is represented by a family of relative stable maps
[C → T ] over a germ of a curve Spec(R), such that the generic fiber is simply ramified at
the ith marked point. Composing the inclusion of Zani with the tropicalization map, one
easily observes that trop(Zi) coincides with the locus of covers having a 4-valent vertex
incident to the ith marked point. This is precisely the tropical cycle ψˆi. 
Corollary 29. The locus ψˆtropi is a balanced fan, with all weights equal to 1.
5.3. Proof of Theorem 2. Recall that our moduli spaceMr(P
1,x) is a tropical compactifi-
cation in the simplicial toric variety X(∆parx,r ). We can now find an open embedding X(∆
par
x,r )
into a complete simplicial toric variety X(∆̂parx,r ). Construct ∆̂
par
x,r as follows. The tropical
moduli spaceM
trop
0,n+r is a collection of cones in the fan F of the Chow quotient P
(n+r2 )//T ,
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as described in Section 4. Subdivide F×P1trop according to the subdivision st× evn+1, pro-
ducing a fan ∆˜parx,r . Now, by the toric resolution of singularities algorithm, we subdivide
to obtain a fan ∆̂parx,r , unimodular away from the cones of ∆
par
x,r . We thus obtain the desired
embedding ofMr(P
1,x) into a complete simplicial toric variety X(∆̂parx,r ).
We may treat ψˆi and ev
⋆
j (pt) as elements of A
1(X(∆̂parx,r )). As explained in [27, Sec-
tion 7], we may lift each of these elements to piecewise linear functions, i.e. elements of
A1T (X(∆̂
par
x,r )). These can now be extended, as piecewise linear functions, to the complete
toric variety ∆̂parx,r . To lift ev
⋆
i (pt), we simply choose any piecewise linear function (tropical
Cartier divisor) on the fan of P1 which bends with multiplicity 1 at precisely the chosen
point pi ∈ R ⊂ P
1
trop. Pulling this function back to ∆
par
x,r , we obtain the desired equivariant
lifting of ev⋆i (pt). For the classes ψˆi, we use the standard lift of ψi described in [27, 29].
The descendant correspondence now follows from [27, Theorem 6.3]. 
Example 30. In this example, we demonstrate how we can use Theorem 2 to compute
relative descendant Gromov-Witten invariants of P1, by computing the tropical relative
stable maps underlying the corresponding cycle inA1(X(∆̂parx,r )), with themultiplicity with
which they appear in this cycle.
Let us compute 〈τ2(1P1trop), τ1(pt), τ0(pt)〉 for the ramification data x = (−6, 3, 2, 1),
which we obtain by summing the multiplicities of the maps underlying the intersection
(ψˆtrop5 )
2ψˆ
trop
6 ev
∗
6(0)ev
∗
7(1)
in M
trop
3 (P
1
trop,x). Let us analyze these maps. The marked ends 6 and 7 are required to
map to 0 and 1 in P1trop, respectively. There is no condition where the marked end 5 should
map to, but since the intersection product is zero-dimensional, it has to be adjacent to
one of the two vertices of the stabilization of the source curve in M
trop
0,7 . Thus, end 5 can
either be adjacent to end 6 and increase the valency of this vertex to 6 = 3 + 1 + 2, or
it can be adjacent to 7 and increase the valency to 5 = 3 + 0 + 2. Remember by [29] the
valence of a vertex adjacent to ends with markings i1, . . . , ir equals 3 + ki1 + . . . + kir ,
where kj denotes the power of the Psi-class ψˆ
trop
j in the above intersection. Figure 7 shows
the possible tropical stable maps that contribute to the computation. The multiplicities are
computed according to [29] to be
∏
1
ki!
∏
V (
∑
i at V ki)!, where the second product goes
over all vertices V and the sum over the markings i adjacent to V . Altogether, we obtain
〈τ2(1P1trop), τ1(pt), τ0(pt)〉 = 12.
The example can easily be generalized to an algorithm to compute tropical relative de-
scendant invariants of P1.
5.4. Proof of Theorem 3. Let r = n − 2 denote the number of simple branch points on
a generic cover of P1 with ramification conditions given by x. Fix a collection of (trop-
ical) branch points p = (p1, . . . , pr−k) ∈ (R)
r−k. Consider the tropical Hurwitz locus
H
trop
k (p;x). Let K be an algebraically closed valued field, extending the ground field C,
such that the valuation val : K∗ → R is surjective. Since tropicalization is invariant un-
der field extension [39, Appendix], we may base change to P1(K) and Mr(P
1,x)(K), to
obtain surjective tropicalization maps to P1trop andM
trop
r (P
1,x) respectively. Now, choose
a collection of points y = (y1, . . . , yr−k) ∈ (Gm(K))
r−k such that trop(y) = p. Fix eval-
uation pullbacks ev−1i (yi), as subvarieties of the K-variety Mr(P
1,x)(K). It follows from
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FIGURE 7. The combinatorial types contributing to the Gromov–Witten in-
variant 〈τ2(P
1
trop), τ1(pt), τ0(pt)〉. The types on the left each have multiplic-
ity 3, while the types on the right each have multiplicity 1.
Proposition 27, that ev−1i (pi) is the tropicalization of ev
−1
i (yi). Similarly, the class ψˆi is
represented by the locus of stable maps over K that are simply ramified at the ith marked
point. Proposition 28 ensures that the class ψˆtropi is the tropicalization of this representa-
tive of ψˆi on the space of maps. We define the locus H˜k(y;x) ⊂Mr(P
1,x)(K), to be the the
locus of maps where the ith marked point maps to the pi for 1 6 i 6 r − k, and the stable
map is simply ramified at all non-relative markings. The image of this locus in M0,n(K)
yields a subvariety Hk(y;x), such that trop(Hk(y;x)) = H
trop
k (p;x). 
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INDEX OF NOTATION
X(∆) the toric variety associated to a fan ∆ Section 1
Xan the Berkovich analytification of a variety X Section 1
Σ(X) the Thuillier skeleton of a variety X Section 1
x the ramification data above 0 and ∞ — a tuple of
integers with n entries, summing up to zero
Page 6
Mr(P
1,x) the space of relative stable maps with ramification
x and r additional marked points to a parametrized
target
Subsection 2.1 and 2.3
Mr(x) the space of relative stable maps with ramification
x and r additional marked points to a rubber target
Subsection 2.2 and 2.3
M(P1,x) the space of relative stable maps with ramification
x (no additional marked points) to a parametrized
target
Subsection 2.3
M(x) the space of relative stable maps with ramification
x (no additional marked points) to a rubber target
Subsection 2.3
evi the evaluation morphism (for parametrized target,
and for one of the r additional marked points)
Page 8
st the stabilization morphism (the source map) Page 8
br the branch map Page 8
M
trop
r (P
1
trop,x) the space of tropical relative stable maps with ram-
ification x and r additional marked points to a
parametrized target
Definition 9, Remark
12 and Subsection 3.2
M
trop
r (x) the space of tropical relative stable maps with ram-
ification x and r additional marked points to a rub-
ber target
Definition 11 and Sub-
section 3.2
M
trop
(P1trop,x) the space of tropical relative stable maps with
ramification x (no additional marked points) to a
parametrized target
Subsection 3.2
M
trop
(x) the space of tropical relative stable maps with rami-
fication x (no additional marked points) to a rubber
target
Subsection 3.2
evi the tropical evaluation morphism (for parametrized
target, and for one of the r additional marked
points)
Subsection 3.2
st the tropical stabilization morphism (source map) Subsection 3.2
br the tropical branch map Subsection 3.2
∆n the fan forM
trop
0,n Page 12
∆rub
x(,r) the subdivision of ∆n induced by the stabilization
morphism from the space of tropical relative stable
maps to a rubber target, with ramification data x
(and additional rmarked points)
Proposition 16
∆
par
x,r the subdivision of ∆n induced by the stabilization
morphism times evn+1 from the space of tropical
relative stable maps to a parametrized target, with
ramification data x and additional rmarked points
Proposition 16
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